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Abstract: Creating video recordings of events such as lectures or meetings is increasingly less expensive and easy. Thus the Video data is increasing in a great deal on World Wide Web (www) and so thus the need of more efficient and correctly functioning method of video indexing, grouping and video retrieval in WWW or Large video archives is necessary. Similarly a method is needed for the Near-Duplicate Video Retrieval (NDVR). There are many applications for this technique, in copyright protection, online video monitoring, video tagging etc. Though, lot of techniques has been developed for NDVR over the past few years. Many of these techniques use the single feature for video representation for NDVR. Clearly using only one feature is not a best choice for any technique. Similarly, previous techniques were focused on the accuracy of the results for the NDVR. But no technique was successfully managed large scale video datasets. Thus, these techniques were having less usage in real world applications.
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1. Introduction

Near-duplicate video retrieval is getting to be more vital with the exponential development of the Web. With the exponential development of video imparting websites, e.g. YouTube, the quantity of videos being searchable on the Web has colossally expanded. Examinations on heading social video offering stages uncover a high measure of redundancy with covering or duplicate substance [1]. Wu et al. [2] demonstrated that there are as a rule 27% duplicates among the query items of 24 prominent questions from YouTube, Google Video and Yahoo Video. To abstain from being overpowered with duplicates in the video output and use such redundancy for different assignments, for example, mining the interior structure of video database, automatic video tagging and so forth, it is crucial to creating a near-duplicate Web video retrieval framework. Despite the fact that different methodologies have been proposed to address this issue, they are fundamentally concentrating on the retrieval exactness while infeasible to inquiry on Web scale video database progressively. To rundown a couple of issues that happens because of near-duplicate videos are, an ordinary situation could be that a Web client needs to get some novel videos yet winds up with bunches of near-duplicate videos in the top-positioned indexed lists returned by the web search tool. An alternate circumstance could be that a video maker hopes to evade their copyright secured videos.

In these works, videos are spoken to by conservative global accentuate the quick distinguishing proof of NDVs [2], [5]. Features, for example, color, surface and shape removed at the key-frame level are further portioned into numerous area units, and are especially suitable for recovering NDVs with complex varieties. The well-known current global feature based methodologies and another is local feature based methodologies. A local feature based methodologies incorporate key-frames as well as the local feature recognition approach (e.g., Filter [6]). As an option to global feature based methodologies most of the current global feature based NDVR methodologies accentuate the quick distinguishing proof of NDVs [2], [5]. In these works, videos are spoken to by conservative global features. These methodologies perform well in consideration of just about identical videos. Case in point, in [2], the creators receive HSV to speak to their key-frames and further produce a feature signature by cumulating all the key-frames in the feature. This representation attains quick recovery speed and high precision in their dataset.

2. Literature Survey

2.1 NDVR

NDVR have been effectively considered in numerous types of genuine applications [3], [4]. Different methodologies utilizing diverse features and matching algorithms have been proposed for NDVR in recent years. The current methods on NDVR can be generally isolated into two categories, first is global feature based methodologies and another is local feature based methodologies. A local feature based methodologies have likewise pulled in much research consideration. Features, for example, color, surface and shape removed at the key-frame level are further portioned into numerous area units, and are especially suitable for recovering NDVs with complex varieties. The well-known local feature based methodologies incorporate key-frames and local feature recognition approach (e.g., Filter [6]). As an option to global feature based methodologies most of the current global feature based NDVR methodologies accentuate the quick distinguishing proof of NDVs [2], [5]. In these works, videos are spoken to by conservative global features. These methodologies perform well in consideration of just about identical videos. Case in point, in [2], the creators receive HSV to speak to their key-frames and further produce a feature signature by cumulating all the key-frames in the feature. This representation attains quick recovery speed and high precision in their dataset.
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2.2 Multiple Feature Fusion:

The key issue lying in multiple feature fusion is the identification of the similarity or correlation between two perceptions spoke to by multiple features [7]. Late fusion methods and early fusion procedures are the conventional techniques for multiple-source fusion. The late fusion algorithms [8], [9], [10] first create separate results from distinctive features, and afterward consolidate these results together by diverse techniques. The strategies don't consider the correlation among features. Furthermore, late fusion is computationally more costly for preparing. The early fusion systems attempt to join multiple features at the data stage [11]. For instance, the algorithms proposed in [12] venture diverse features into a brought together space in which their applications can be performed. The [13] system used the local descriptors for compact representations. Though, this method is very efficient for the duplication detection, the compact generation process may cause some information loss.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the Paper</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Merits</th>
<th>Demerits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effective Multiple Feature Hashing for Large-Scale Near-Duplicate Video Retrieval [7]</td>
<td>Multiple Feature Fusion</td>
<td>Use of multiple visual features</td>
<td>Correlations between key-frames are not used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposing digital forgeries in video by detecting duplication [14]</td>
<td>Use of overlapping subsequences</td>
<td>Uses both, temporal and spatial correlations</td>
<td>Use of overlapping subsequence, instead of key-frames.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An image-based approach to video copy detection with spatio-temporal post-filtering [16]</td>
<td>Image based approach</td>
<td>Use of spatial and temporal filtering</td>
<td>Selects fixed number of frames.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.1 Categories of Near-Duplicate Videos:

a) Formatting differences:
1. Encoding format: flv, .wmv, .avi, .mpg, .mp4, .ram ...
2. Frame rate: 15fps, 25fps, 29.97fps ...
3. Bit rate: 529kbps, 819kbps ...
4. Frame resolution: 174x144, 320x240, 240x320 ...

b) Content differences:
1) Photometric variations: Color change, lighting change, etc.
2) Editing: Logo insertion, adding borders around frames, superposition of overlay text.
3) Content modification: Adding unrelated frames with different content at the beginning, end, or in the middle.
4) Versions: Same content in different lengths for different releases.

2.3 Temporal Correlation

The temporal correlations are used to detect the similarity between the two frames. A spatial correlations and temporal correlations techniques are used widely in image and video processing applications like [14], [15]. Both these features are used in the techniques like [16], to measure the similarity between the two videos.

3. Proposed Methodology

We have proposed a new algorithm for the near-duplicate video retrieval (NDVR) for more accurate and more efficient retrieval of the videos. This technique is based on the multiple visual features, unlike most of the previous techniques. We have used the temporal correlation method for the detection of the duplication. In this technique, duplicate frames from the same video are detected using the temporal correlations. Only single instance is taken for such duplicate frames. Once the frames are obtained, these frames are compared with the key frames of the other videos. This method optimizes NDVR. The proposed method overcomes the problem of near-duplicate video retrieval problem. This method will be more successful than older ones, because it can be easily implemented on the large scale video databases. And can also be used in the real world applications. As, the system makes use of multiple features of the videos, the result seems to be more clear and correct.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we have studied the different aspects of the near-duplicate video retrieval. And have also studied the importance of the NVDR problem and the different techniques that has been developed and used in past years. We have also seen, the generation of the duplicated videos. And we have finally proposed a method to overcome the drawbacks of the previous methods in NDVRs. We have used multiple feature fusion and the temporal correlations to determine the duplicated video contents. We are not claiming to have developed a complete method to absolutely detect the duplicated videos, but we have indeed taken a step ahead.
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